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1 Details
BRB-CPRW thanks Powys for the opportunity to comment and welcomes this SPG.  
 The SPG contains a great deal of information.  We are familiar with general SuDS principles but not with all the important and useful sources of information and advice included here. To set out, 
summarise and signpost all this information for nonprofessionals is a huge challenge for the LPA and we imagine the problems we have had following it will be experienced by other readers, including 
applicants.  The same issues come up over and over again in different sections making the reader’s brain fuzz-over.  Our comments are mainly directed at improving readability but some structural 
changes and more simple tables might help too. 
 The SPG comes at a time (early 2020) when flood prevention and soil preservation has never been so critical following repeated storms and flooding.  Buildings have filled with water; our roads have 
turned into rivers and lakes and crops have been lost.  We think it would have been appropriate to include an introductory forceful outline of the impacts of climate change and flooding on human and 
natural populations, housing and infrastructure and soils (compared with leaving this to minimal statement at 4.3). Transport problems and their social and economic impacts receive insufficient 
emphasis. The SPG should describe the prospect for the future posed by climate change.  It should also briefly discuss the problems posed by using the familiar “1 in100 year events ” or “100-year 
return events” in assessment of SuDS and other mitigation measures.  The calculation of the risk of extreme events is undergoing  drastic revision.  This would underline the importance of the subject 
matter. 
 We would also like to see a clear description of how vegetation cover, including trees, especially in upland catchments, on slopes and along watercourses,  assists water absorption and prevents 
flooding. A  mention of the impacts of agricultural practices and risk of soil compaction and erosion, even although these are mainly outside LPA control, would help in providing the context for this SPG. 
 The Historic Environment SPG contains a short but very good introduction to the subject which immediately draws the reader on side with the aspiration to preserve and enhance the historic 
environment.  Drainage as a subject may have less charismatic, iconic appeal than old buildings but its relevance to the future of our environment and communities is fundamental. The SPG needs to 
sell the critical importance of SuDS in mitigating the devastation caused by climate change. The SPG presentation has the challenge of helping the public appreciate the subject matter as a positive 
contribution instead of allowing them to find it a dull, off-putting matter of regulation, drains and sewage overseen by undertakers.   
 There is not enough hard detail about the LDP area. Reproducing a river or flood  map might help. 
 We would like to see firm assurance that an evidence-based description of basic sitespecific hydrological and drainage measures will be required at the planning determination stage and no longer be 
relegated to Planning Conditions: also, that a list of promised generic measures and diagrams with no site-specific details will no longer be sufficient to discharge hydrology planning conditions.  We 
trust that new SAB procedures will ensure this. 

Has the SPG has been checked by a qualified hydrologist?  We suggest this could be useful. This is a highly technical subject and the SPG needs to look tighter and more professional without 
compromising the necessary clear explanations for lay-readers. 
 Introduction The introduction sets the scene and sets reader expectations so it is important.  A brief introduction to climate change, as above, should be included.  The introduction, and especially 1.4 
and 1.5, is wordy and does not succeed in succinct description of the crucial role of the planning system.   1.3 “a number of settlements” does not do justice to the risk to settlements in Powys and nor 
are communications mentioned. This exact sentence is repeated hardly a page further on in Section 4. so could be replaced by “many Powys settlements and road networks are vulnerable to flood risk”  
The material in 1.4.and 1.5 describing the role of the planning system in regulating development  logically precedes the requirements of LDP policies in 1.3.  
 Some neater drafting would help the reader through wordy text. Two examples:  1.2 if documents are related, they will be relevant and therefore we suggest:  “is intended to be read alongside the 
relevant policies of the LDP (see section 8), along with any other related adopted SPG” could be replaced with “should be read alongside other relevant LDP policies and SPG ”.  (22 words replaced by 
10) 1.4  “The benefits…..(comma) is that …..”  is ungrammatical. 
 2. Purpose Second bullet, sentence 2:  reads: “2.1 The purpose of this guidance is to: To ensure…”. This sentence could be deleted - it is covered in third bullet. Third bullet: suggest “what needs to be 
considered and submitted…..in order for the Council to consider…”. Replace with “Council requirements for consideration of…..” 
 4. Flood Risk within the Powys LDP Area 
 4.3 See comments on the introduction.  4.4 Last sentence: full stop instead of comma 4.5 First sentence: sense problematic.  4.5 and 4.6.  As with 4.3,  this exact reproduction of text so soon after the 
introduction gives the impression, that the SPG is repetitive. This is disheartening for the reader. 4.6 is a wordy and the ultimate sentence is redundant because the reader should already know what the 
SPG contains.  
 5. Sources of Flooding and Flood Risk in the Powys LDP Area The introduction of purple headings not mentioned in Index and not related to paragraph numbering is disconcerting but we realise this is 
a draft. 5.2 to 5.4.  Would be helpful to give definitive list or map Main Rivers rather than saying “include”. Identifying the competent authority is critical to planning. 5.7 “include Welshpool and 
Newtown”.  In 2020, best to give a list of worst hit communities in a separate numbered paragraph 5.9 “underlain by permeable rocks, called aquifers”. Suggest “underlain by water-bearing permeable 
rocks, or ‘aquifers’ ’’ 5.10 This does not necessarily suggest it is low. It suggests it is difficult to record. As Powys hill dwellers know, water from flooded aquifers emerges as springs and contributes to 
surface run off and temporary watercourses.   
 6. Further Information and resources of Flood Risk on Flood Risk the Powys LDP area Most of the sources are all-Wales. 
 6.1 Repetitive: suggest delete. 

6.3 “The following resources…..”  This is very useful information but the purple bullet points are confusing.  Better list sources and then have clear sub-headings rather than bullets. 6.8 Date of SFCA 
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and detailed studies should be inserted. 6.11 & 12 spell out CIRIA: Construction Industry Research and Information Association. 
 7. Legislative and Policy Context Indented purple headings again!  This section is confusing. 
 7.1 Insert initial sentence saying what the WFD is, then its objectives, before saying how it is described and what it applies to.  We believe the overall aim is for good quality surface and ground waters. 
The river basin approach is key and too important to go in brackets. 7.2 - and after Brexit?  Need to mention FRRegs (2009) here. 7.3 & 7.4  “as detailed above…”: redundant.  If this adds anything 
about the EU FD it should have been in 7.2 
 Suggest for clarity: delete “include” put “three stages of activity based on a 6-year flood risk management cycle”  and then list three stages. 
 Delete “in addition to this”. Delete “which are consistent with the FWM Act”  because the Act postdates the FRRegs.  To avoid muddling repetition, might be clearer to say (in 7.3) New Responsibilities 
were transposed into the FWM Act and put the responsibilities in 7.4 where they are described in more detail. 
 7.5 need to say at outset Schedule 3 of 2010 Act added in 2019. Will readers need explanation of “Statutory Instrument”? 
 7.6 It is not clear from structure that 2 WG docs are separate from FWM Act (2010). Surely, two National 2019 documents should be more clearly flagged up, stand out from the text and be described 
with something more than “outline the processes and standards to be described”. 
 7.7 We are lost now….. how was the SuDS approval body introduced?  Is this related to  FWM Act (2010)?  Need to say when it came into force and that this is a new body and procedure referring to 
the new standards in 7.6.  Shouldn’t  the standards themselves have been set out in 7.6 rather than 7.7? 
 7.8 Delete “the purpose of this strategy is to…. etc.” and replace by “This strategy, derived from the FWM Act, sets out….and establishes ….. etc”  
 7.10 Planning Policy Wales “Edition 10” - better to say “Current Edition 10”. This will change. 7.11 Redundant/repetitive.  Delete “whilst in terms of surface water flooding”. 7.13 When updated:  
redundant/repetitive.  Delete “supplements the policy set out in PPW in relation to development and flooding. It” 7.15 When updated:  requires better wording/revision/completion. 
 7.16 Neater: “Building regulations (2002, amended 2010)”  “ option,” delete comma. 
 7.18 & 19 & 20. Some repetition.  Delete “seen as”.  Delete “and works towards understanding and managing of flood risk within the County” replacing with “ which promotes understanding and good 
management of flood risk” “within the LDP area(?)” “Powys,” delete comma. 
 7.22 explain the EA is for England? 
 7.24 & 25 about policies or “actions”? Condense into one? 

8. Powys LDP 
 9 Detailed Guidance on DM6 Early contact with authorities and specialists to address planning requirements is repeated over and over, diminishing the very important message (e.g. 9.1, 9.10, 9.15, 
9.20,Table 2, 11.11,11.12 , 12.8, 13.11, 13.12, 13,14 and more). Is there no way this can be flagged up in bold as a general point at the start of the section? Words could be cut throughout. 9.1 repeats 
difference between DM5 and DM6.  “Undertakers” reminds of funerals! (also 10.6,10.8) Is there another solution? 9.4 just repeats the policy which is clearly worded. 9.5 definition from NRW doc. 9.6 - 
9.9 could be slimmed down? 9.12 this is how the LDP uses “flood plain” but, as we have pointed out before, this is not the accepted definition and therefore “all types of flooding” must  be explained. 
What types are there? 9.19 repetition of single dwelling/100 msq rule in brackets. Refer to source and SPG paragraph instead. 
 10. Different Types of Drainage System Words could be cut throughout. 10.15. “drainage,” Replace comma with full stop or colon 
 11. SuDS Approval etc 
 11.2 Does apply to single dwellings over 100msq. May apply to agric. Buildings over 100msq 11.5 First sentence: impossible to understand how this works. 11.7 Put Table 1 before the text from 
sentence 2 onwards? 11.8 put “exception criteria and “prioritised levels” into plain English? Table 2. Have 2 box headings of Standard no. and Aims/Purpose to avoid verbosity/repetition. List aims of 
S2;  S5 Reader may not know what a green or blue corridor is. 11.10  Important information  S4 should come before S5. 11.11 “what is important is that”  replace by “it is important that” 
 12.designing SuDS 12.5 tack on to end of 12.3?  12.7 delete “but for a detailed description it is recommended….. which explains ….” Condense by replacing with “set out in more technical detail in 
CIRIA …..” 
 13. Implementation of LDP Policies See above for concerns about addressing all issues before determination.  Fig 2. Very helpful summary. Should FCA be inserted?  The remainder is too wordy and 
likely to muddle and put off applicants, particularly as nearly all the information has come up before.   Words could be cut throughout. 13.2 repetitive. “Consideration needs to be given as to whether …”  
This is the LPA, therefore “The planning Authority will require ( or expect) clear information….. ” 13.5 “Will not be feasible….likely….” . Should be direct.  Planning applications for highly……are likely to 
be refused” 13.5 to 7 FCA, previously introduced in Ch 9 needs to be incorporated better into SPG structure (there is also SFCA which is confusing). LLFA needs spelling out again.  I would expect FCA 
to be in Table 3. 13.10. Last sentence important but rest repeats earlier text.  Table 3, potentially useful, does not mention FCA 13.22 “It needs to be remembered when looking to….”  “Applicants 
wishing to…will require….” 

14. Monitoring and Review Too vague. Need to set out the relevant part and details of the LDP monitoring framework clearly.
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5880.P2 29/01/2020 C W M

Document:Land Drainage and Flooding SPG

Summary:  Add a section on the Drainage and Wastewater Management Plans (DWMP)

ESevern Trent Water and Hafren Dyfrdwy

Council Officer: CS

Item Question Representation Text

1 Details
In relation to section 6 Further Information and Resources on Flood Risk in the Powys LDP area on page 9 - It may be useful to add a section on the Drainage and Wastewater Management Plans 
(DWMP). All sewerage undertakers in the UK are required to publish DWMPs for their service areas in 2022 to enable flood risk management organisations to collaboratively improve drainage and 
environmental water quality. Further information on the framework can be found at https://www.water.org.uk/policy-topics/managing-sewage-and-drainage/drainage-andwastewater-management-plans/  
and a very high level draft version of a DWMP for Hafren Dyfrdwy can be found at https://www.hdcymru.co.uk/content/dam/hdcymru/aboutus/pr19/updated-plan/6.2-dwmp-draft.pdf
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6315.P1 26/02/2020 C W M

Document:Land Drainage and Flooding SPG

Summary: Land Drainage SPG Comments

ENatural Resources Wales

Council Officer: CS

Item Question Representation Text

1 Details
With regards to the title of the SPG, we are now tending to support natural flood risk management techniques rather than the draining of land.

 Paragraph 4.5. We advise there is a requirement that developers seek drainage approval from a SUDs Approval Body (SAB)before starting any construction work that has drainage implications (as set 
out in schedule 3 of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010).  It would be beneficial to include reference to this in the bullet points below paragraph 4.5.

Paragraph 5.2 – We advise the following change in paragraph 5.2. Some watercourses are defined as ‘Main River’ –where Natural Resources Wales (NRW) has responsibility Change to: (NRW) have 
powers and responsibilities to manage flood risk, whilst…

Paragraph 6.2 – Please note there is an aim to publish new Flood Maps for Wales in the spring. 

Paragraph 6.10 - We note the only reference to site specific issues is to the Stage 2 SFCA outputs.  It should be  highlighted  that  these  outputs  are  already  dated  and  would  require updating in 
order to support further development allocations and detailed design.

Paragraph 9.2 -Please note Powys County Council (acting as the Lead Local Flood Authority) would advise on the content of any FCA where the source of flooding is solely from surface water risk.
Paragraph9.15–It should be noted that consent for culverting is required under the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2016(LDA1991/EPR2016). 

We advise that Natural Flood Management (NFM) should be referred to as a source of control. NFM has the potential to help ensure new development is sustainable and can also provide wider 
community benefits. However, it should also be noted that NFM is a useful technique to prevent and manage nuisance flooding. During unprecedented heavy rainfall events it is unlikely that NFM 
techniques will be effective on their own and a combination of approaches will need to be taken.

6348.P2 27/02/2020 C W M

Document:Land Drainage and Flooding SPG

Summary: No Comment

EDwr Cymru Welsh Water

Council Officer: CS

Item Question Representation Text

1 Details
We have no comments to make.
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6395.P4 28/02/2020 C W M

Document:Land Drainage and Flooding SPG

Summary: Comments on Land Drainage and Flooding SPG

ECanal and River Trust

Council Officer: CS

Item Question Representation Text

1 Details
Glandwr Cymru (the Canal & River Trust in Wales) supports the production of this Land Drainage and Flooding SPG.

The only comment that we would makes is that Section 5 (pg7) sets out various types of sources of potential flooding to be considered.  It would appear that the potential for flooding from canals has 
been omitted.  We consider that the potential for flooding from canals should be included within document.

6758.P5 28/02/2020 C W M

Document:Land Drainage and Flooding SPG

Summary: Comments on Land Drainage and Flooding SPG

EDale, Azra

Item Question Representation Text

1 Details
Although I am in agreement with, and support the SPG with regard to Land Drainage and Flooding, it is my impression that this guidance seems to have been prepared in relation to new housing and/or 
business, industrial developments. Given the push for more renewable energy in the form of large-scale industrial wind-turbine and solar developments in Powys, particularly via the Welsh Government's 
National Development Framework, I feel that the impact upon Land Drainage and Flooding by these developments needs to be addressed and included in the SPG.   
 Reasons: 
 1. The huge excavations required for the concrete bases of industrial wind turbines have the potentional to interfere with and contaminate aquifers and watercourses which run like ribbons through many 
landscapes in Powys. 
 2.  The widening of existing tracks and/or the creation of new access roads to both wind and solar developments will also affect existing drainage systems. 
 3. Many of the areas targeted for renewable energy development in Powys have peat soil which acts as a CO2 sink.  
 4. Trees and hedgerows are also often cut and/or removed for RE developments which affects existing drainage.  
 5.  Fore more information please see: Land Use for a Low Carbon Future: Forestry and Peat versus Wind Power 
 In addition, I note that there is no mention of the importance of dredging watercourses. The lack of dredging has been noted in communities who have suffered from recent heavy flooding. This includes 
Penybont, where the lack of dredging and maintenance of the river was raised at the last Community Council meeting in January 2020. In this recent poll by Farmers Weekly, 75 % of the respondents 
said that the rivers near their farms had not been dredged for more than 20 years.  

Dredging in my opinion, is a critical issue with huge potential impact that needs to be addressed and included in the SPG. A pertinent example of the impact of dredging practices is the Somerset Levels 
which suffered historic flooding in 2014. I personally spoke with a number of local residents of the Somerset Levels in 2014, following the devasting floods. Everyone myself and friends spoke with 
mentioned the lack of dredging, along with the sluice gates not being properly maintained nor operated for years as the primary causes of the flooding. I understand that since theses practices have 
been resumed, there has been no flooding of the Somerset Levels, including this month with the record rainfall.  

I hope that the Powys LDP team will take my comments into consideration.
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7099.P1 28/02/2020 C W M

Document:Land Drainage and Flooding SPG

Summary: Comments on the Land Drainage and Flooding SPG

ECaersws Concerned Residents Group

Council Officer: CS

Item Question Representation Text

1 Details
1.1 Does this Supplementary Planning Guidance apply to sites already on the existing Local Development Plan or to sites which will be placed on future such plans?  Our recent experience has shown 
that once a site is included in an adopted LDP it is basically “set in stone”, and cannot be overturned even though many questions have been raised as to its suitability.  If sites cannot be 
removed/amended what purpose is this Supplementary Planning Guidance going to serve?
1.4 Climate change – The current LDP was created some years ago, and some sites appear to have been carried forward by default from its predecessor – the UDP.  How much was known or taken 
into consideration regarding climate change 10/15 years ago.
6.8 Strategic Flood Consequences Assessment – Caersws is a flood risk area and yet was not included in the list of 30 sites on which these independent assessments were carried out.  Were sites or 
areas selected purposefully (in flood risk areas) or at random?
13.9 Baseline assessment – when should this be carried out?  - As candidate sites are put forward?
Reference is made in several sections as to early consultation with land drainage and sewerage undertakers.  Surely if an “adopted” Local Development Plan cannot be challenged at a later date, 
thorough consultation with these organisations should be carried out BEFORE a site is placed on the LDP.
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